WHAT’S NEW
EVERY YEAR our product buyers attend trade shows all over the country to see what’s
the newest, best, and coolest. It’s an exciting time, and we have a hard time keeping our
enthusiasm to ourselves. This is the first chance we get to showcase some of the stuff
we saw last summer and fall. This is by no means an exhaustive list, but here’s a good
sampling. We think you’ll like what’s new, too.
Current Designs Karla

The Karla is the third collaboration between Danish designer
Jesper Kromann-Andersen and Current Designs. The other two
(the Sisu and Prana) have been runaway successes for CD and
we expect the Karla to be one as well. The Karla is the shortest
of the three, coming in at a playful 15’3”, with only 21.5” of
width. Experienced kayakers know those are the specs of a
playful surf boat, but the Karla should be very forgiving to new
kayakers as well. Jesper’s design has lots of fullness in the bow
which should keep it from pearling when you’re in big waves.
The symmetrical hull sacrifices a little speed for a lot more
predictability in waves. Current Designs rates the boat for
a load up to 375 pounds, so it should be a versatile, friendly
boat for paddlers in the medium to extra-large size range.

Swift Canoe Unknown Canoe

Swift asked Darren whether they could introduce a new
canoe at Canoecopia. “Of course!” he said. “What is it?”
And that’s when they said “we’re not telling you.” We
dubbed it the Ignotum Naviculam or Unknown Boat.
We’re really excited to see what they’ve cooked up.
Rumors—started by Baga staffers enjoying a beer after
work—claim it’s a pretty radical rethinking of the canoe.
Over further beverages, we decided to look at the pain
points of canoeing (going upriver, for one), and how they
might be addressed with modern technology. We came up
with this prototype that we think they’re going to deliver.
Come by on Friday when they’ll have the official unveiling
and see how accurate our guesses were.
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Sealect Designs
Triple Threat Rod Holder

In Singing in the Rain, Lena Lamont is called
a “triple threat” because off all the things
she can’t do: dance, act, or sing. The Select
Designs Triple Threat is so
named for what can do. It
can hold spinning, baitcasting, or fly reels. The holder can move an
incredible 140 degrees, so you can store
your rods straight up, or have them pointing
up to 50° below the horizon for downangle fishing. The retention collar is
an easy-in, easy-out affair. The holder
can be mounted with an optional surface,
track, or flush mount base.

MSR TrailBase

The TrailBase is a heck of a cool
hydration system that can be used
on the trail or at basecamp. I suppose
that’s why they called it the
TrailBase. At basecamp, it
works on via gravity feed. On
the go, detach and use the
included Trail Shot which can
deliver up to 1L of water via
squeezing. Either way you’ve
got your clean water needs met,
whether on the go, or when you’ve
got time to get some water stored
up. It’s a great lightweight and versatile
system for anyone who needs to provide
their own potable water.

WHAT’S NEW
Wilderness Systems
Tsunamis

We’ve sold loads of Tsunamis since
their introduction 12 years ago. It’s
not hard to see why. They’re solid
hulls mated with insanely comfortable and adjustable seats. Whether
you wanted more or less grip in
the hips, thighs, or knees, they
could adjust to your body’s needs.
Same with the adjustable back rest. If you
wanted it set high for a tender spine or a low
backrest for more of a sea kayak feel, you had
it. The 2018 redesign’s most visible change

is from the storage pockets in front of the
cockpit. Less obvious, but even more exciting is the seat is now adjustable fore and aft
for better weight distribution and smoother
tracking. Small tweaks to the hull improve

Tsunami 145 shown
stability and confidence for the beginning
paddler, while a longer waterline improves
speed and efficiency. Bonus: an under-deck
storage system has been developed to stow a
water bottle.

Yakima Long Arm

If you’ve got a truck—according to statistics
that’s about 15% of the vehicles on the
road—you know how hard it is to carry
a boat with one. Most cabs have the bare
minimum required, and some don’t even have
that. Plus, it can be a struggle to load. Enter
the Long Arm. It’s a hunk of lightweight,
rust-free aluminum that can be adjusted to
3 separate heights. (Cab height requires an
extra extension piece.) Whether in the bed or
above it, you can put your boats where you
want them and head off to adventure.

Northstar
Kawishiwi Paddles

The Kawishiwi paddles are
lightweight, elegant, and
strong. They’re named after
both a river and a lake in the
Boundary Waters Canoe
Area, which describes the
mixed environment where
they will excel. They
come in both straight
and bent shaft versions,
made of laminated
ash, cherry, basswood,
maple, cedar, and
walnut wrapped in
4 oz. fiberglass. A
T-grip tops the
straight shaft,
while an asymmetric palm grip
adorns the bent.
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WHAT’S NEW — PFDs
Stohlquist
Melody

The Melody is a PFD with a more women’sspecific fit. It has internal cups for support and
comfort, and a high back that will minimize
interference if you’ve got a boat with a tall back
rest. The cut (and especially pull-down chest
straps) should keep it securely and comfortably
in place with zero ride-up.

Mustang Survival
Khimera

Merriam-Webster defines a chimera as
“an imaginary monster compounded of
incongruous parts.” The Khimera is a
monster of a PFD made up of conventional foam and inflatable technology.
The thin foam allows it to have a super
slim profile, and that equals comfort and
maneuverability. However, should you
need the full 22.5 lbs. of buoyancy, pull
the inflator, and –boom!– you’ve got it.
The incongruous parts become congruous.

WHY SO MANY PFDS?

Mostly because we’re living in a
golden age of paddling safety. Working
in a paddlesport shop, it’s easy to forget
that not everyone has seen the revolution
in PFDs. If your memory of PFD use involves large, ill-fitting planks of foam with
a tendency to spring upwards and clock
you in the jaw, well, we’ve got good news
for you. Today’s lifejacket is light-years
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improved. Advances in materials—and
especially construction—make wearing
a life jacket a no-brainer. They’re cooler,
fit closer, and are sized better. We have
specialized jackets too. Fishing focused
ones have pockets and attachments galore.
Expedition jackets have drinking water
and towing capabilities. If it’s been a while
since you’ve shopped for a PFD, come
check these out.

PFDs — WHAT’S NEW
Kokatat
Proteus and Naiad

The Proteus is an exciting new vest that
features 100-denier stretch polyester which
should hit a sweet spot between softness
and durability. Inside it’s packed with their
halogen and PVC-free foam called Gaia. The
high-backed design is a big selling point for
customers with tall backrests. Fleece-lined
pockets for colder days, too!
The Naiad vest is very similar to the
Proteus, but with a different cut to the
panels to accommodate a curvier torso (see
sidebar lower right).

NRS
Clearwater, C-Vest, Zoya

The Clearwater forms the basis of a bunch of new NRS vests. For
2018, they’ve gone back to the drawing boards and really upgraded
the chassis. The high-back design remains, but there are independent
pieces of foam for a better fit. (Huge monolithic chunks of foam don’t
bend and conform nearly as well.) They managed to make it lighter by
an astounding 20%, and gave it six points of adjustment which allows it
to stay put regardless of your body shape.
400 denier rip-stop nylon gives years
of worry-free service. If you take the
Clearwater base, and then add more
pockets, lash points, and reflective
tape then you’ve got the C-Vest,
which should be a boon for sea
kayakers, and even part-time
fishermen. The Zoya takes the
Clearwater and uses a pliable
foam that can sculpt to a woman’s
bust for increased comfort. They
also offer the Zoya with a bunch of
different eye-catching colors.

Astral Designs
Ringo

The Ringo takes the tri-panel design, Kapok and Gaia foam
that made Astral’s Layla such a success, and substitutes heavier
500-denier (vs 400 for the Layla) stretch Cordura for crazy levels of
abrasion resistance that’s also comfortable. It includes built-in quick
release harness capability for rescue operations. It’s a really versatile
vest that should be on
the list for those who
like to see the world
via a sea kayak, SUP,
whitewater boat, or
whatever else you
want. Another
lotus design
seems to have
made it on to
the back of the
vest for a nice
retro touch...

A WOMEN’S VEST ON A MAN?
C-Vest

Zoya

One of the quirks of PFD design is that “women’s vests” actually
end up fitting a lot of men better than those that are “unisex” or
“men’s” vests. If you can design a vest that can handle the wider
variation of the female torso, you’re probably going to have a vest
that fits the wide variation of the male torso. (Not always, but
sometimes.)
All the Baga staff have stories of trying to convince an uncertain
man that it really is ok to purchase a “women’s” vest. Pro tip: It
absolutely is. There’s nothing wrong with it at all. Get the vest that
fits that you will always wear.
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WHAT’S NEW — PFDs
Stohlquist
Ebb/Flo, Cruiser

Stohlquist
Graded Sizing System

15%
20%

OFF

Stohlquist have really upgraded their vest line for
2018. Starting with the Ebb, they’ve made their
high-back vest even higher to avoid even the tallest
of kayak seat backs. There’s a neoprene-padded back
lower waistband for increased comfort and mesh
shoulders and back for maximum ventilation. The
Flo is an Ebb with smaller cut, supportive cups, and
a new “wrapture” shaped torso. In other words, the
“women’s” version of the Ebb (see pg. 11 for why
there are quotes around women’s). The Cruiser is an
Ebb with zippered (not
snapped) pockets, and
tougher, longer-wearing
400-denier shell. It also
comes with an extra
splash of 3M reflective
tape on the front and
back. All of the vests
use their new Graded
Sizing (see next panel).

OFF

All Apparel and Accessories

A lot of PFDs are built off of a common chassis, with different lengths of straps to provide
sizes from XS to XXL. Stohlquist’s Graded
Sizing system makes adjustments to each
size model to fit the intended torso better.
Small frames get smaller, shorter flotation
panels. Beefy bodies get larger, wider panels.
It’s more expensive to manufacture, but the
results are worth it. Better fitting PFDs are
more likely to be worn than ill-fitting ones,
and that in turn means that you’ll be safer out
on the water.

Get it at

Canoecopia

AND SAVE!

DON’T SEE IT AT THE SHOW?
FREE SHIPPING ON ALL SPECIAL ORDERS OVER $75.

All NRS Life Jackets
Endurance Jacket
MSRP: $99.95
Canoecopia Price:
$84.96

Riptide Jacket
MSRP: $199.95
Canoecopia Price:
$169.96

Endurance Pant
MSRP: $109.95
Canoecopia Price:
$93.46

HydroSkin Gloves
MSRP: $39.95
Canoecopia Price:
$33.96
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nrs.com

WHAT’S NEW
Northstar B-17

Is it a bomber? A Bell 17? A Bear 17? Could be any or all of
them. The B-17 will handle a month in the wilderness or
carry the whole family for floats on the local river. It’s a highvolume canoe with symmetrical rocker for predictable back
ferries, and perfectly sized for four barrels or packs. Or bring
the kids and Lassie, then toss in the cooler, and everyone will
feel stable and safe day-paddling in the B-17.

Aqua-Bound
Tango

Check out the absolutely
beautiful AB Tangoes. They
grab a sizeable 96 square inches
of water, but weigh only a paltry
26 oz. The blades are available
in the stunning colors to the
right, as well as a super-light
carbon (not shown, clocking in
at a miniscule 23 ounces). We
think they’ll be a favorite of the
low-angle performance paddler.

Seattle Sports
Deluxe Wall Cradles

After surviving his first move in 22 years,
your humble editor has learned the value
of Charles A. Goodrich’s phrase, “A place
for everything, and everything in its place.”
Heavy-duty, wall-mounted cradles that can
store up to two boats and then fold up when
not in use would have been a lifesaver as Jim
attempted one bad solution after another.
They’re amply padded to protect your kayaks
or even SUPs. Discover the peace in having
a well-organized space to store your precious
boats. Now, you can discover it sooner.

The perfect fit
for everyone
in your family.
Find your perfect fit at an
MTI Fit Store Collection Dealer.
mtiadventurewear.com/fit-store-dealers

VISIT THE MTI BOOTH AND MEET
OUR SPONSORED SPEAKERS

& PET APPROVED

DAVE AND AMY FREEMAN
OF THE SAVE THE BWCA CAMPAIGN
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WHAT’S NEW
Current Designs Vision 140
We’re big fans of the Current Design Vision
series of kayaks. They are a bit wider than their
performance-focused sea kayak cousins, which
gives them increased stability that new paddlers
love. Their big keyhole cockpits make for easy
entrance and exits. The seat pan has a unique
adjustment to ensure paddler comfort. For 2018,
CD made some great changes.

They added a third hatch and bulkhead behind
the paddler. Also threw in adjustable thigh pads
for a more secure cockpit. They redesigned the
deck to keep an overly pushy wind from nudging
you off course during a day paddle or even a nice
long weekend. The new 140 weighs in at a very
reasonable 43 pounds.

Kialoa
Insanity Travel Paddle

Is it an indication of insanity to
want to go traveling with your
paddle? We would say, “no.” It is
actually a sign of good
taste and wisdom.
Rather than having
one’s trip spoiled by
a paddle that’s the
wrong size, or better
suited to unearthing
molluscs, you can use
the lightweight, strong,
fully-adjustable paddle
Big barrels are a staple of canoe camping. They reduce the food scent at
you’ve grown to know
camp, are a great way to consolidate your food supplies, and make it easier and love. The Insanity
to put your provisions where the bears aren’t. They do make pulling the paddle breaks into 3
thing you wanted when you’re really famished a bit harder to find. The
pieces for easy packTri-Bag, seen here, help organize your barrels. But that’s not
ing and has a super
all. Check out Northwater’s Barrel Buckets to layer
locking mechamism
your barrel, as well as their Barrel Coolers to keep
that latches quickly and securely.
everything nice and chill. Your future hungry self will
thank your current planning self later.

Northwater Food Barrel Accessories

Pyranha Ripper

full block footrest and multiple hard anchor
Jim’s favorite Harry Potter character was
points for a safer whitewater experience. A
Aunt Petunia’s dog, Ripper. Something about wonderfully full bow that will punch through
being allowed to drink brandy with tea. All of big features and also gives a lot of room for
that is, in retrospect, completely irrelevant
as the Pyranha Ripper has nothing to do with
that franchise. It was instead designed to rip
up your favorite downriver run. It’s got the

your feet. The cut-down stern will help all
sorts of kickflips and vertical moves. The
flat-planing hull should give plenty of maneuverability and surfing confidence. Available
in S (up to 165 lb) and M (up to 198 lb) sizes.

PADDLE R S C O M E I N A L L S I Z E S .
YOUR L IFE JACK E T SH O U L D TO.

☑ Now with Graded Sizing™

Stohlquist is the only paddling life jacket manufacturer that changes
the size of the foam body dimensions with each size of life jacket.
The result is a superior fit. Visit stohlquist.com for more information
on the benefits of Graded Sizing™.
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WHAT’S NEW
Keen
Newport Hydro

The Hydro shoes are a water
lover’s best friend. The
extended toe bed protects
your little piggies from
hazards, while the quick
lining and water-repellent
webbing sheds water keeping
your feet comfortable
and as dry as possible. An
anti-microbial foot bed keeps
odor under control. And…
they also look sharp as all heck.

Jackson Kayak
Coosa FD

Pedal drives have been all the rage for
anglers who want their hands free to cast or
land a lunker, or a birdwatcher or photographer who wants to maneuver hands-free.
Jackson’s FD (Flex Drive) has been in the
design process for a few years. They wanted
to get it perfect before sending it out to the
public. It sheds weeds beautifully and stows
quickly, and is efficient as a pedal drive can
be. It’s also made in the USA, down the road
in Sparta, Tennessee.

Thule
Hull-a-Port XT

The updated Hull-a-Port XT has some nice
features that make carrying your kayak that
much easier and safer, and save bar space at
the same time. The new XT can now stand
straight up, which allows you to carry another boat in a pinch, especially whitewater kayaks. It’s a lot easier to attach,
and has improved padding.
All in all, a very welcome
change for those of us who
like to carry two kayaks and
a luggage box in the middle,
to keep your paddles and
other gear nice and organized and your smelly damp
clothes out of your trunk.
Hey, my stuff smells. So
does yours,
admit it.

BOOTH #Q11

SHOW SPECIAL

25% OFF

*

PROUD SPONSOR OF CANOECOPIA
FOR OVER 7 YEARS
DESIGNED IN CANADA
*SELECT ITEMS WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
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WHAT’S NEW
Hurricane Santee 110 Sport

If you want a heavier kayak, raise your hand. [Silence and crickets]. Thought so. The
Santee 116 Sport has been on of our best sellers due to its light weight. Folks asked for a
shorter boat for smaller streams and small ponds. The cockpit is a full 55” long, so a small
pet or kid can ride along. 38 pounds with the seat installed, 32 without, so it’s easy to
cartop, and you can use the seat
on a sandbar to relax while watching the sunset.

Werner Paddles
Camano & Shuna new colors,
new Hooked blades

Bright colored boats are all well and good, but
a bright paddle is super visible and attractive
to boot, and will allow powered craft to see you
more easily. And if you don’t want to be seen,
the Hooked blades for fishing or just being
stealthy are neat-o.

P&H Valkyrie

When you hear the word “valkyrie,” tell me you don’t hear Wagner and envision viking
horns and Brunhilde. The P&H Valkyrie is made to go fast, and be seaworthy and good
for touring. Four hatches make for easy access to your gear. Don’t want to take long trips?
Fine, adventure racers or paddlers who just want a workout will love the straight tracking.
It’s built to take a beating, but like a valkyrie, is always victorious in the end.

Camanos shown

NEW FOR 2018

AWARD-WINNING

ULTRALIGHT PERFORMANCE

Available for purchase at the booth
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WHAT’S NEW
Eagles Nest Outfitters
Fuse Tandem Hammock System

Everyone loves a hammock. Darren’s daughter Whitney walks across the street from
her apartment in Brooklyn and strings one up in Prospect Park. It’s urban, but it’s still a
hammock. The only trouble is when you have two people and only two trees. The ENO
Fuse solves the problem. Beefy but lightweight aluminum poles allow for side-by-side
tete-a-tetes. You can use your existing hammocks if you want to do so.

Seattle Sports
PowerLid

Solar power and LEDs have changed the way we
camp. No more candle lanterns (cool as they are).
No more whooshing red Colemans (as dangerous
as they are). The PowerLid replaces the top of a
water bottle, charges itself, weighs a few ounces,
and can be used to charge small electronic devices.
Because sometimes you just gotta selfie yourself
with a mouthful of wild blueberries.

CLC TEARDROP CAMPER

Build Your Own Stitch-and-Glue Teardrop Camper From a Kit or Plans
CLCBOATS.COM or 410-267-0137 FOR A FREE CATALOG AND MUCH MORE!
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WHAT’S NEW
Swift Prospector 14

Darren owns a dozen canoes
from different canoe manufacturers, some long defunct,
some still building fine craft.
The point is, the last thing he
needs is another solo canoe.*

When Bill brought us a
prototype to try last fall, Darren
called dibs before it was off the trailer. Well,
it paddled as pretty as it looked, and we all feel that
aesthetics is a great indicator of paddleability. David
Yost designs pretty canoes, and the Prospector 14 is
suitable for a beginner with tons of secondary stability,
and the expert will be able to heel the boat right to the
gunwale and make it dance like Fred Astaire, if he were
paddling a boat.

Werner
Zen SUP Paddle colors

The Zen series paddles are already popular
for the recreational SUP paddler, and the new
color fades are stunningly beautiful. Fiberglass
blades cost less than carbon fiber ones, but are
still light and durable. And not black.

* Darren says ,“Define need.” Fair enough.

Thermarest
NeoAir Camper SV

SealLine Discovery View Bags

Back in my day (he says, thumbs through suspenders), we slept on a
thin piece of foam and were thankful to have it.
Thankfully, times have changed.
The Camper SV has a speed valve
(hence the SV) that makes it up to
three times faster to fill and empty.
It’s insulated for more comfort in
the shoulder seasons, but the
real kicker is that it’s more
comfortable than most
hotels we’ve slept in.

Old Town Castine 140

A complete redesign, the Castine is another player in the 14-foot
recreational sea kayak. We visited Old Town two years ago and had
some fun paddling prototypes. It’s always fun when the feedback
we give is incorporated into new designs.
The Castine has a unique
glove compartment that
sits under the deck, taking
up normally wasted space.
The hatches are dry as a
bone, and the new hull
shape is sleeker than the
old Castine. Comes in 135,
140, and 145 models for all
sizes of paddlers.

Some people are visual people. If it’s in an opaque container, it
might as well not exist. Ever try loading and unloading your kayak,
opening the bags to see what’s inside them to find your jacket at
the bottom of the last bag you take out? No comment.
Option B is to get just get some
Discovery View Bags. Purge
valves mean you can squeeze
out the excess air but keep the
dryness, and lots of
sizes means
lots of
options.
And
you can
see your
jacket.
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WHAT’S NEW
Old Town Sorrento 106 SK

There are two Sorrentos, one in Italy, and one in Maine. Both are full of hard-working
commercial fishermen. This Sorrento is a sweet little kayak with a ton of features. There
aren’t many small boats with drop skegs, but this new Sorrento is one of them, and those who
paddled it last year really liked it. It has an attractive, comfy seat, a rear hatch and bulkhead,
plus the standard deck rigging you’d expect.
If you’re interested in rivers that have narrow, twisty sections but occasionally widen out into
open water, you can get the best of both worlds. Skeg up: maneuverable. Skeg down: tracks like
a train. As the folk song says, Torna a Surriento! (“Come back to Sorrento!”)

20Canoecopia_8x5125_h.indd
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Seattle Sports
Aluminum Wall Cradles

There are several ways to hang kayaks on your
walls. You can buy some 2x4s, big screws
and washers, dig some carpeting out of the
dumpster behind the local store, and get busy
with the chop saw.
Or, you can save yourself the trouble and get
some ready-made for the job wall cradles,
padded and ready to go. Plus
these are aluminum and lockable, so they’re great bolted to
your pier or dock (if you’re so
lucky). You can’t lock a 2x4, last
I checked. Corrosion resistant
means longevity.

1/15/2018 4:12:00 PM

WHAT’S NEW
Bending Branches
Angler Pro

No one ever wants a heavier paddle.* The updated Angler Pro
builds on a reputation of being the leading kayak fishing paddle
from 2012 to 2016. Never content to leave well enough alone,
the designers and engineers at Bending Branches made the
paddles lighter and added some pretty cool colors to boot.
*Notice how no one wants a heavier anything (except
kettlebells)?

Native
Slayer 12 XC

The Slayer hull has been around
for a few years, but the XC is
totally reworked. Most noticeable
is that it has a drop-down skeg, the
first fishing boat with that feature.
While the flatter, wider, and stiffer
hull makes the Slayer 12 XC more
stable, giving an improved the boat
more maneuverable in tight places,
the spring loaded skeg drops down
and makes it track like a much
longer boat.
Of course, the Slayer still features
the Hi/Lo First Class seating,
mounded in grab handles, and all
the space you need for gear, plus
attachment points so you accessorize your Slayer to your heart’s
desire.

EASY LOADING
ShowDown
ShowDown

Meet the first load-assist
mount to handle both SUPs and
kayaks that makes loading and
unloading a breeze.

NEW

LongArm
LongArm

Lightweight and durable, the new truck
bed extender extends the
length of any truck bed up to 4 feet.

Yakima is a registered trademark of Yakima Products, Inc.
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WHAT’S NEW
Zegul
Greenland GT

Greenland kayaks (qajaqs for the
nerds) have a distinct look that is,
well, kayaky. That’s because every
kayak with a cockpit has ancestry
here. Zegul’s take on the qajaq is fairly
traditional; hard chines, low rear deck,
and low windage. Zegul did make the cockpit slightly bigger to accommodate our larger
paddlers, and added hatches for gear. Add to that a lighter weight and excellent price and
you’ve got yourself a winner. This is an excellent second boat if you want to try different
tricks or rolls. It’s also a great third, fourth, or fifth boat. Just sayin’.

Keen
Women’s
Evofit

Imagine if you could
just glue a really
comfortable footbed
to the soles of your
feet. That would be
a game changer for
most paddlers.

Amy & Dave Freeman
A Year in the Wilderness
We don’t often feature books in this section,
but this one is worth a mention for sure. Dave
and Amy spent a year in the Boundary Waters;
all four seasons. They did this because a) it’s
awesome and they’re awesome, and b) to raise
awareness of the sulfide mines proposed just
outside the wilderness area.

Evofits are comfy,
with an anatomically
designed footbed, but
the upper is where
the Evofit shines. It
fits like a second skin,
dries quickly, and you can chuck them in the
laundry to keep the funk level down.

Dave and Amy are speaking several times (see
page 34), so come hear their talks, get their
book, and have it signed at the MTI Booth.

MSR PocektRocket 2 Stove

Canoe campers are all about luxury,
they say. Weight be darned (this is a
family publication), carry a big stove
to fry your walleyes.
Then you start your portage, and
that luxurious stove starts your
shoulder straps digging in and you
wish you had gone lighter. The
Pocket Rocket II (redesigned) weighs
under three ounces, and pairs beautifully with the titanium Titan Kettle
at 4.2 ounces and and your cook kit is
less than a half a pound.
P.S. If you’re a self-supporting
kayaker, you already know this stuff
and should check it out. Fits in tiny
places like a day hatch for afternoon
tea and biscuits. Because we’re just
out in the wilderness. We’re not
savages.

Dagger
Phantom

The Phantom started life as a secret project, kept well hidden from management by
some rogue designers (I’m lookin’ at you, Snowy). A great plan until prototyping
and the temporary mold caught fire, setting off alarms and evacuating the factory.
The reason the Phantom was born was to create the ultimate creek boat that still
behaves itself as a river runner. Lots of bow rocker, comfortable seating, and tons
of grab handles for swimmers or for extraction if you get stuck in a tight place. A
great selection for beginners who want safety, or for a creek runner who wants
performance.
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WHAT’S NEW
Yakima Showdown & Boat Loader

As SUVs get taller and we get older, the biggest impediment is getting your boat on your
vehicle. Trailers are an awesome answer to that, but not everyone has that luxury. Not to
worry, you can still use a Showdown to load one kayak or two SUP boards on top of your
vehicle. Load at waist height, strap down your boat/boards, and lift. The Showdown
takes some of the weight off your load, a little under half of it, so it’s easier to lift. Tie
down the bow and stern, and you’re on your way. The Showdown weights just over 20
pounds, so you shouldn’t go over your rack’s weight limit. Optional locks allow you to
secure Showdown to your rack so it doesn’t sprout a pair of legs and walk off.
The Boat Loader has been redesigned to fit Yakima’s new aero-style bars. It provides
a helping arm to hold your boat off to the side at rack height so you can walk calmly
around to the other end and hoist that up
in place, then return to the supported end
to finish the job. Included in the box is an
adapter to fit Yakima’s round bars. Solo
paddling, or letting your tired partner
rest, just became a whole lot easier.

Showdown

Boat Loader

Thule
Xsporter 500
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Now Open in Bayfield, WI

Beefy truck racks are awesome but sometimes
that means big, chunky racks that whistle like
Bing Crosby after a Scotch or three. Enter the
Xporter 500. The aerodynamic bars reduce
the wind noise to a whisper, and the included
and integrated load stops make this a sweet
set up for canoeists. 71” bars mean you can
probably get a couple of tandems on there.
450-pound capacity is more than you’ll need.

Boardworks
Navigator 11.6

This is a board we’ve been asking for
since 2016. Boardwork’s Bombproof
construction was great for planing
boards that get trashed in the surf,
but us flatwater folks wanted some
indestructable love. The Navigator
is suitable for day tripping, getting a
baby workout, or just hanging with
the kids at the beach. Kids break
things, but they won’t ding the
Navigator. Super comfy deck foam
makes your toes happy.

Kayak, Canoe & Wave Jewelry
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